entire school membership may fairly be rated as exceptionally bright or talented," . . . "who are born with exceptional endowments, and go through the public schools with greater than average ability and rapidity." However, "that these unusually able children have been given scant attention in our public schools is shown by the fact, that at the present time only five cities are known to have special classes for exceptionally gifted children."
The following year, 1912, Witmer was abroad, studying pedagogical methods for exceptional children, both in England and on the continent. He returned in time to conduct a small class of bright children in the Psychological Clinic in connection with the Summer School Session.
In 1919, "Witmer discussed again the need for special consideration of bright children in the public schools. In his opinion '' (3) We have mind. Intellectuality is defined by knowledge ; intelligence is defined by the novelty of performance; mentality is defined by discernment, discrimination. (4) We have mechanical efficiency. All these children seem to produce not only with great intelligence and discernment and at a high intellectual level, but also with great efficiency. Two other categories, the two most ancient ones are (5) motivation and (6) will. Both motivation and will are extremely important in measuring children. Some people make a great success because they have will, some because they do not have will. Motivation is the ancient category of the soul. The only way I can tell if a person has a soul or not is to say whether he behaves in such a way that people say he has a soul.
